
 
 

OUDS Meeting: -2nd Week MT20 
Sunday, 20th September 2020, via Zoom 

 
Present: Ana Pagu, Henry Calcutt, Alison Hall, Lola Beal, Ariadne Si Suo, John Livesey, 
Alasdair Linn, Georgina Dettmer, Emma Hawkins 
Apologies: Mina Moniri, Darcy Dixon, Katie Friedli Walton 
 
Agenda 
 

1. Cuppers 

AH explained that Cuppers can’t go ahead like it normally would - can’t have live performances 
in the BT. Hopefully, companies will be able to use it as a rehearsal and performance space. 
The current plan is to spread Cuppers across 4th to 6th Week, with an online awards ceremony 
at the end of 6th. Putting callouts in 1st/2nd Week, meeting with the OUDS College Reps, online 
marketing from OUDS, on top of individual companies marketing, guidelines for companies. 
Getting OUDS reps to attend rehearsals to make sure people aren’t struggling etc.  

She explained we would organise specific times for each college’s performance to be available 
on OUDS website, with some form of watch party. In terms of streaming, rights are a big thing, 
so we would consider making the guidelines say the play has to be in the public domain, or new 
writing. Keeping cast sizes as small as possible. Have college companies sign up for 
performance slots with a doodle pool. Still not a huge amount of information regarding what we 
can and can’t do in the BT.  

LB said that there were some conversations regarding to what extent this project would/could 
become more about film/editing. They have decided on one fixed camera, put it where you want 
in the BT. 

JL had lots of information to share. He explained that the BT has not been very forthcoming 
about what the venue will look like in the next six months, although it certainly wants to keep 
supporting students. There is some concern that BT doesn’t fit Covid secure guidelines, for 
example regarding ventilation.  

University guidance is saying that all rehearsals will have to be six people, they have said that 
student societies/drama is not included in the educational exemption from the six person rule. 
The BT is a private venue so it could declare itself Covid-secure, but the university could step in. 

To John’s mind, it would be best to have a conversation with The Playhouse about risks, 
working out safety protocols. He wondered whether there could be a way to make the BT 100% 



Covid-secure? If not, we can’t necessarily can’t justify that it is and would, therefore, have to 
operate with the six person rule within the government guidance. 

AP asked what a Covid-secure venue actually looks like. JL explained that it is really just 
somewhere that meets all the rules to a high standard, it is just somewhere they have deemed 
to be Covid-secure; large, well-ventilated, capacity to have screens/social distancing markers. 

AL asked what’s happening with The Playhouse regarding its potential requisition by the Said 
Business School for lectures - he wondered if the same could happen to the BT. This means 
that The Playhouse must have been risk-assessed.  

JL wondered whether we could use The Playhouse for five nights for Cuppers, he will talk to 
Louise about this.  

 

2. Freshers Fair 

AP went to a training session on how to handle the stall, it will be 8am-8pm, Wednesday 7th, 
Freshers Week. KFW to send out a doodle poll to figure out who can do what. 

 

3. Lockdown Shakeup: the sequel 

AL brought up the possibility of doing another kind of lockdown shakeup. Mystery Plays idea is 
now dead in the water - applied for risk assessments etc, and they were quite open to the idea, 
then Rule of Six guidelines came in and it got called off - postpone to Trinity? 

LB explained that, essentially, thoughts are that LS sequel would work in a very similar way, just 
with new writing instead of Shakespeare. Idea of having slightly bigger companies. Problem of 
actors to directors ratio, provisionally would happen in 7th week.  

AL suggested we might have more of a cohesive system of mentoring, with a mix of first, 
second, and third years, buddy scheme? Would that undermine role of OUDS College Reps, 
though - we want to strengthen those rep roles. KFW to put post on FB group. 

AP wondered if this would enter the remit of what the New Writing Festival tries to do; LB 
thought that the NWF might not actually go ahead. 

AL said that, if NWF does go ahead, this is a nice springboard into it. 

LB and HC thought that some kind of  stimuli for writers could be interesting, in order to 
thematically tie all the pieces together. 

GD thought we could accompany this project with student-led workshops on things like how to 
approach writing/how to write a monologue etc. 



 

4. Freshers Events 

AL detailed how he had a call with KFW week ago about how to replace events in Freshers 
week: what can OUDS do to make sure people have enough to do?  

KFW was hoping to have at least one thing a week, a provisional term card with ideas including: 

1. An event with MonoBox founder on Black women in theatre and film. 
2. Netflix watch parties. 
3. OUDS goes to… (e.g. OFS putting on Talking Heads) 
4. Workshops from us. 
5. Drama after OUDS event. 
6. Applying to drama school workshops 
7. Andy Whyment poss to do another writing workshop/one about running a theatre 

company. 
8. AL has also been in touch with the President of the Oxford Revue to try to organise a 

Q&A with Michael Palin.  

JL is keen to check if OUDS have a workshop and events budget for this year, do we know how 
much it is? Some of these events being organised have been able to access CMDF funding, but 
this term they’re doing stuff with TORCH and are less keen to splash out, might have to rely 
more on OUDS budget.  

AH suggested a beginner’s guide to taking a show to Edinburgh - demystifying the process, 
experience of having a show at the Fringe, could be a really cool event. AL suggested she get in 
touch with KFW about that. He also thought that a ‘meet the committee’ event in first week 
would be great, and will get KFW to send around a doodle poll.  

 

5. Welfare & Welfare Budget 

EH fed back on Welfare Survey - more workshops: eg directing intimacy. Main issues with 
directors and, if not directors, then producers. Meet up with them to re-run them through welfare 
guidelines. People also wanted Welfare Teas - put on hold until we can…  

AP explained that a welfare budget has been called into being, it stands at £100.  

 

6. Funding Vote 

Every funding decision is run past the committee - normally we’d run them all at once, obviously 
different at the moment though. AP happy to give TRF their funding that they want (£350, plus 



£100 GAL). Going to vote in the Committee chat as a poll, AP will run this past eligible 
members. 

 

7. Outreach 

GD got in contact with schools (two at the moment) - waiting until Hilary for going into schools. 
What can we do? A pack, that could be distributed. Or, smaller OUDS outreach thing with sixth 
formers auditioning for drama schools etc - already interested in drama, a workshop thing for 
them. Her main question was, would people be happy for her to put together an outreach team? 

AL thought it best to post on Facebook page and group, then HC to put it in the newsletter.  

 

8. Banking & Company Registration 

AP wants to apply for a debit card for the account, can’t pay for website stuff without a debit 
card. Will need AL and HC’s signatures for stuff.  

9. Drama Fair 

Might be redundant - let’s leave for HT. 

 

Other business 

HC to chase Ben Millard about where the previous committee got their stash from. 

 

 


